Faber-Castell is a name familiar to most
interested in art, especially those who love
to draw, as the firm has long been a
manufacturer of coloured pencils, crayons,
pastels, drawing pens and watercolour
penci ls. The firm started in Germany, in a
town called Stein, near Nurnberg, in 1761.
Today the firm is still owned by descendants
of the founder though its interests are spread
throughout the world to such exotic locations
as Brazil, Eire and Australia.
It is not so extraordinary that a company
intimately connected with the creation of art
should decide to sponsor on art award
specifically for drawing. The original idea
for the award is attributed to Ken Done,
on artist well known for his colourfu l designs
and paintings, and for his entrepreneurial
skills. The award has been supported over
the years by a number of influentia l people
on the Australian art scene who have been
involved in judging or hosting it. They
include Edmund Capon, Rex Irwin, John
McDonald, Gisella Scheinberg, Ion
Howard, Arthur McIntyre, Christopher
Chapmon, Julie Robinson and Andrew
Sayers.
During the 198 0s there had been a strong
resurgence in drawing practice, in new
approaches to drawing, in new materials
and in on interest in drawing both from
artists and the viewing public. The scale of
much drawing also increased. Drawing
emerged as a major art form in its own
right.

Colin Lanceley: Blue Mountains Valley.

It is the aim of the award to encourage most
contemporary drawing processes including
co llag e and mixed media, but it does not
embrace monumental drawing nor drawing
which is not conceived to be framed. The
reasons for this are practical: works over
one metre square and/ or unframed present
too many problems in terms of freight and
handling, espec ially if travelling from
interstate. The
organisers have tried
to make the prize as
relevan t as possible
to contemporary
drawing practices:
one of the most interesting aspects of the
developments in drawing of the 1980s hos
been the w idening of the definition of what
constitutes a 'drawing'. It is not a
consideration peculiar to Australia but hos
been engaging considerable debate and reevaluation internationa lly. This is an issue

'HE·FABER-CASTELL
COLLECTION
In Australia during the 1980s a number of corporations established col lections of
contempo rary Austra lian art, but on ly one of these collec tions, as far as I can ascertain, has
specia lised in drawing (works on paper) and that is the Faber-Castell Collection. Some,
such as the A llen Arlen and Hem sley Collection, include works on paper, wh ile others, like
the Myer Collection, have a deliberate policy of not acknowledging works on paper, usually "
because there is a somewhat misguided perception that such works are less durable.
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Alun Leach-Jones: At LincolnTowers.
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that is discussed at some length in Arthur McI ntyre's book

AustralianContemporaryDrawing.

For the purposes of its award Faber-Castell accepts the definition of a contemporary drawing
given by both the Museum of Modern Art in New York and the Australian National Gallery in
Canberra , as 'a ny unique work of art on paper ' .
The sign ificance of the Faber-Castell Award can be estimated not just in terms of the numbers
of artists w ho regularly enter their. work, but also in terms of those artists who have established
reputations or w ho have gone on to greater achievement since w inning or having their w orks
selected over the years of the award. Such artists include Mike Parr, Colin Lanceley, Ruth
, Suzanne Archer , Marion Borgelt , Elwyn Lynn, Judy Cassab , Joe
Wa ller, Alun Leach-:Jones
Furlonger and John Cattapan.

In each award there are three categories of
prizes: for professional artists, for amateur
artists (those who have not had a one-man
show and/ or are not represented by a
gallery or agent) , and for student artists.
Winners in each category have their work
acquired by Faber-Castell as well as
receiving a large cash prize.
The wo rks are hung in the Sydney FaberCaste ll building, in the entry foyer , the
board room and in individual offices . Staff
members may become so attached to a
particular wo rk that they take it with them
whe n they move office . The works
themselves vary considerably in style and
content , ranging from the abstract to the
representational.
Colin Lanceley's Blue Mountains Valley,the
professional winner in 1984 , is a
transitional work combining both surrealistic
motifs and quite broad drawing. Lanceley
does not respect the conventions of drawing
and has liberated his drawing to combine
quite disparate elements. In 1984 he was
not long back from an extended stay in
England , so his work combines aspects of
the work he had been doing in England
w ith a new , looser technique. This wo rk is a
transition from the very tight ink and pen,
surrealistic drawings of the '70s and the
broadly drawn shapes and elements wh ich
are typical of Lan.celey's painting style, so
that this drawing indicates a relaxing of his
approach to work on paper: it is a
combination of drawing and painting
processes.
Large brown cliff-like shapes that appear to
have been hand printed occur on either side
of the composition , acting as a visual frame .
It is a very decorative wo rk wi th numerous
small , green and blue shapes floating
across the drawing , evoking images of trees
and ponds seen from above. Lanceley's
works quite often are a type of summary of
moving through a landscape , in a train
perhaps, or in this case , flying over and
looking down into the landscape . Is that a
mountain devil down there sharing a picnic
with Goldilocks? What is that giant bird
chasing? Is that strange structure a reference
to the Colosseum or the leaning tower of
Pisa? Or what?

Ruth Waller: EndangeredPaw Scape.
The 1986 professional winner was Alun
Leach-:Joneswith a work entitled At Lincoln
Towers. This is a mostly black and white
drawing in charcoal and pastel with smaller
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Paul Ryan: Industrial.

Peter Yeomans:

Moonlit Comp Cove.
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and Fishesof NorthernAustralia,a scientific
record of species in which he had included
enlarged photographs of the paws of
animals. Waller connected these images
with the human hand in order to give a
'reading' of 'what is happening to our
Australian ecology'.
Her initial explorations were carried out in
pastel. Loter she began to point in oils,
completing quite a large series in that
medium. It was then that she returned to
pastels and created the winning drawing.

Endangered Paw Scape is dominated by a

blue and red pastel areas. The dominant
shapes have architectural references
reminiscent of New York buildings of the
1920s and 30s - mad skyscrapers that
also have a humanoid quality.
The images are rich in possibilities for
interpretation. Do the forms represent the
conflict between the human and nonhuman? Are they about how the individual
survives in a dehumanising environment?
The work is overtly decorative but because
of the dominance of black and white it is
also quite challenging - an odd
combination of elements. Strongly defined
shapes contrast with very soft, rubbed back
areas.
Some of these features occur in the 1983
amateur winner FloatingCity Sky by
Maggie Stein. Its references are also
architectural with a strong flavour of Klee-like
fantasy, but in this work the atmosphere is
more European. The images emerge from
busily worked areas of coloured pastel, the
strokes or marks, densely built up, flicker
and dance across the surface of the paper.
Ruth Waller won the 1989 professional
prize for a work with the intriguing title of
Endangered Paw Scape. It is from a series
Waller was working on at the time relating
to her concerns with the threatened
extinction of so much Australian wildlife. In
an interview with Diana Hallowes
(AustralianArtist, December 1989), Waller
said the 'paw' series came about because
she wanted to express 'the richness,
diversity, fascination, mystery and
precariousness of species'.
The idea for the paw as the central motif
come from Donald Thomson's Mammals
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large, centrally placed paw, behind which
is a devastated landscape, what was once
a forest, with a curved horizon and a dark
and ominous sky. There is a strongly
threatening mood. Closer reading of the
animal's pow
reveals that more is going on: each of the
five 'fingers' also reads as a tree stump, the
whorls of the 'fingerprints' are the rings of
the stumps and the 'palm' contains a
landscape of its own, expanding the
environmentalist theme. There are two holes
which are mining pits. The message is clear;
the drawing is powerful.
For Woller, drawing is an essential part of
her artmoking in a number of ways: it is a
means of research, to record her
observations, especially when she is
working outdoors, which she loves to do
both as a learning process and as
recreation. She uses her sketch book as a
personal record of what she sees and feels,
and like a personal diary, it is not intended
for public exposure. It is also a means of
planning paintings, working through ideas
and constructing compositions.
The most recent professional winner, in
1991, is Stephen Eostough, with a group of
six drawings that form one work together,
called Possession Sickness. Here there is a
lack of respect, in a conventional sense, for
the paper itself: it has been quite
deliberately crumpled and scrunched up Eostaugh works on the paper after it has
been flattened out but not returned to its
pristine, smooth state, exploiting the linear
ridges.

mode aware of the paper itself, not just as a
material which supports the drawing.
The medium Eostough uses is a greasy
crayon applied heavily and densely to build
up on almost unpleasantly solid and opaque
surface on the central motif while elsewhere
it skims over the top of the paper, picking up
the ridges and fading on the valleys of the
paper. The colours used are a mixture of
black, red ochre and brown, but used so
that the works appear to be monochromatic.
The motifs are never quite identifiable. There
are overtones of surrealism about the
images, especially that of Mox Ernst and the
more contemporary surrealism of Philip
Guston. In fact Eostaugh excitedly
acknowledges the impact of Guston's work
on him (in Ashley Crawford's interview in
Tension 24) and how it helped him get his
'arse into gear' and start painting again. He
is equally attracted to both the spiritual and
the profane and during his travels has spent
as much time in monasteries as in pubs. He
says of himself: 'I'm fond of extremes ... The
joy and horror of things ... Such a passion
enlarges one's world view, making it much
easier to get totally lost and confused in.'
Crawford feels that Eostough has developed
'a truly unique aesthetic, something rare in
contemporary Australian art ... he hos
somehow mingled narrative themes through
bizarre abstract image making'.
Three amateur winners whose work has a
similarity of character and shares dominant
dark tones are Peter Yeomans, William Pratt
and Paul Ryon. Yeomans' charcoal
drawing, Moonlit Camp Cove, is a genuine
mood piece. It is a landscape of
predominantly dark, sombre, rather
unsettling forms amidst which is a startling,
stark, white crescent shape. It is a beach set
against a long dark headland and locked
into place by the looming forms of trees
ranging across a ridge. Close up the
technique is broad with forms suggested
rather than delineated, but from a distance
everything falls into place as a
representational, straightforward tonal
drawing.
Pratt's 1989 winning drawing, Old Ferry
Steps is similar to Yeomans' work in its use
1

In a sense the paper has been treated with
disrespect, but in another sense it shows a
very keen sensitivity to the nature of paper in
the unique way in which the artist has used
the lines and depressions in the finished
drawing. And in this work one is actually

of texture and especially the depiction of the
water. But this work is more subtle and
distur.bing than Yeomans' with the depiction
of the liquid quality of the swelling water
especially effective as it looms out of the
~nshrouding gloom.

Sharing medium and atmosphere, but not
subiect, is Ryan's charcoal, Industrial( 1987
amateur prize) which coniures images of
steelworks in Newcastle or Port Kembla, but
which is also both moody and poetic.
Looming chimney stacks belching black
smoke set up a dramatic conflict with the
slashing diagonal of railway
reinforcing visual tension and the feeling of
a destroyed landscape.
Quite different in almost every way is
Audrey Dickenson' s colourful Window
( 1984 amateur prize winner). Reminiscent
of the work of Grace Cossington-Smith in its
use of colour, it possesses an impressionistic
quality of light. An interior looking
out, its soft pinks, blues and greens
rendered in coloured pencil hatching, are snapped out of their
threatening sweetness by dominating yellows which are bright and
sunny but also acid enough to
unsettle the composition.

had to be pummelled and beaten into
existence. It is an extremely intimate work
which has the feeling of peering into the
artist's psyche.
Janet Laurence is basically an abstract artist
in whose work figurative or representational
elements appear. Her mixed media drawing
Himovont, purchased in 1986, is
composed primarily of a circular or female
form within an almost square rectangle
which sets up a definite tension. Laurence is
very concerned with the spiritual, cosmic
aspects of the experience of life so what she
is conveying is a very personal response to
a landscape and to a specific phenomenon.

Nurnberg. Gill's untitled large, vertical
drawing is very expressionist in both
feeling and execution. It gains increased
tension through ambiguity: it seems to be
striving to be a horizontal landscape but
hung vertically it defies 'reading' as a
landscape.
Rather more conventional are his four
small drawings, also done in Nurnberg.
Each is confidently resolved in the
integration of the liquid (ink) and dry
(pastel) mediums. Linear webs of line tend
to suggest the human body and other
organic forms, evoking a sense of
cocoons, or shrouds.

Also strong on colour are three
rather manic works by Arthur
McIntyre called Enter Summer l, 2
and 3, which form a triptych.
Created in 1988, these works
are built up in oil stick over acrylic
paint and are among the most colourful
works in the collection. There is a strong
linear structuring of plant-like forms which
evokes a feeling of lush tropicality. While
McIntyre is best known for his darkly
confronting and aggressive images, these
works are imbued with a summery ioie de
vivre and have a touch of Matisse about
them.
Suzanne Archer's Travelsin Africa won the
1985 professional award. All Archer's
works are inspired by place and the
circumstances of her life at a specific time. It
has a very strong feeling for pattern and
design, a feature fundamental to African art.
But it is a deceptively abstract work from
which details gradually emerge: a mask-like
face, an aspect of landscape, African
artefacts.
One of the most obsessively drawn works in
the collection is Miroslav Kratky' s Still Life
with the Cos( winner of the 1991 amateur
section. It is a work with surrealistic
overtones combined with elements of
Cubism. Some of the drawing is so intensely
dark and worked that the paper surface has
been broken almost as though the drawing

In her professional prize winning, 1988,
drawing Variationson on Enigma, Marion
Borgelt has created an intensely organic
composition of three separate drawings
placed together to form one unified work.
While the forms relate to the structure of
living things, of leaves, or animals and
shapes suggestive of skeletons, they remain
ambiguous. Borgelt's work is simultaneously
intellectual and passionate and
painstakingly executed in pastels and
crayons, echoing the precision of her large
paintings on canvas.
An interesting work called Manoeuvres by
Peter Brown won the 1989 student section.
All greens, browns and khaki and in pastels,
it goes against traditional notions of pastel
drawing as a light-weight medium. Its
militaristic subiect, soldiers running in unison,
is not the sort of thing normally expected of
a pastel drawing. There is an odd feeling
about the piece altogether, making it one of
those uncompromisingly personal works that
confronts the viewer.
Stephen Gill has several works in the
collection, a result of his winning a FaberCastell travelling scholarship in 1989 which
gave him six months in Europe, based at

There are a number of works by other
equally interesting artists, including Roy
Jackson, Elizabeth Cummings, David
Waller and Matthew Johnson, in the
collection.

Detail from: Peter Yeoman, Moonlit
Camp Cove.

There is evidence of a resurgence in
drawing in !he 1980s and 90s and
good local drawings, especially those on
durable rag papers, deserve to be
collected. The Faber-Castell Collection is
setting a fine example which needs to be
emulated by others, both individuals and
corporations.

Brian Phipps
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